
What types of lodges are there? 
There are two main types of lodges, single and double units. The single units are rarely wider than 
14ft, and can be up to 42ft long. The double units are manufactured in two parts which are 
transported separately and then put together on site. They can be almost any size you like, but our 
plots can accommodate lodges up to 22ft x 50ft. There are many different designs, and we work with 
different manufacturers so can help you source the style of lodge which suits you best.

What is the difference between buying a lodge and a caravan?
A lodge is built to much higher specifications than a caravan and our ones are all built to BS3632 
and plumbed into our bulk gas supply, electrics and package treatment plant system. Caravans are 
not built to the same specification and the gas is usually supplied by bottles. 

Where can I find the prices of the Lodges?
As we provide a bespoke service, the price of the lodge will depend on the size and specification 
you choose. As a guide, our two bedroomed, two bathroomed 22ft x 40ft Tuscany lodge is on the 
market for £170,000.

What is included in the price? 
We include transport, siting, putting together (if a double unit), connections to utilities, and an 
allowance for decking. 

Are there any other costs to buying the lodge?
We currently charge an annual ground rent of £3000, which includes sewerage, water, maintenance 
and security. The gas and electricity are metered.

Can I stay at my lodge all year round?
Yes, we have a 12 month holiday licence so you can stay whenever you want, as long as you want.  
However, you must have a primary residence elsewhere.

How are the lodges heated? 
Our lodges are heated by modern gas boilers, connected to bulk gas.

How do I pay for utilities?
Your meter will be read annually, and we will send you the bill, payable to us.

Does my lodge come with a warranty?  
Yes, each manufacturer provides their own warranty so it depends on which one you choose.
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How long will I have to wait after ordering my lodge? 
Again, it depends on the manufacturer you choose, but the waiting times can be anywhere from 12 
weeks upwards.

Can I rent my lodge out?
We are only allocating a few plots for lodges which can be rented out, most are for private use only.  

Am I responsible for maintaining the land around my lodge?
No. Your annual ground rent includes maintenance of all the land on the lodge park.

What are my responsibilities as a Lodge owner? 
Your responsibilities are to keep your lodge in good order. Other than that, just enjoy it!

Is there wifi access at the park and is it included in the cost?
There is wifi access. We recommend that owners purchase a 4G router and a package which suits 
them. At the time of writing, you can get unlimited data from around £40 per month on a rolling 30 
day contract, and we have great 4G signal here.

Can I come and have a look around the park?
Yes, of course! Just get in touch with us and we can arrange an appointment to see the park and 
our show lodge. 

Do I have to renew my lodge after a set period of time? 
We are offering 50 year leases on our lodges, so there is no requirement to renew within that time 
period.

If you have any further questions please contact Kate and 
Ed on 01325 733145 or email kate@hillcrestpark.co.uk


